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Books 5, 6, and 7 in the international #1 bestselling series, Vampire for Hire:VAMPIRE

DAWNMother, wife, private investigator...vampire. Seven years ago, federal agent Samantha Moon

was the perfect wife and mother, your typical soccer mom with the minivan and suburban home.

Then the unthinkable happens, an attack that changes her life forever. And forever is a very long

time for a vampire. Now in Vampire Dawn, Samantha Moon tackles her most frightening case yet.

Someone is leaving victims drained of blood, and all signs point to the killer not being a vampire.

Meanwhile, Sam can't help but notice the changes coming over her son...fantastical changes that

will leave her searching desperately for answers.VAMPIRE GAMESSamantha Moon is hired to look

into the suspicious death of a popular fighterâ€”and quickly discovers thereâ€™s far more to the

story than meets the eye. As she uncovers clues into the boxerâ€™s past, she will come

face-to-face with something unexpected...and something only whispered about. Additionally,

Samantha must confront the growing supernatural powers of those closest to herâ€”and a betrayal

that will rock her world.MOON ISLANDSamantha Moon is hired to look into the mysterious drowning

of a super-rich hotel tycoon. The death occurred exactly one year ago, at the familyâ€™s annual

retreat on a private island in the Pacific Northwest. Now, as the family gathers again, Samantha

Moon is asked to find a ruthless killerâ€”all while a massive storm bears down upon the small island.

But thereâ€™s another storm brewing upon Skull Island, a storm of the supernatural kind. Sam is

about to come face-to-face with evil incarnate...a monster who will stop at nothing to possess her

completelyâ€”mind, body and soulâ€”and destroy all that she loves.
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I was really happy to have the opportunity to review this collection. I read the first four books when I

had just gotten my first Kindle and they were on sale, whipped right through them and looked for

more. Alas, there were no more and I grumpily moved on.A couple of years have passed and lo and

behold, she's back. And wow, is she back. More powerful than a locomotive. Maybe more powerful

than two locomotives and not merely able to leap tall buildings at a single bound, but able to fly long

distances on her very own, powerful wings. Okay, she's not really human when she's flying having

morphed into "something else" which I glean is more or less bat-like, but still and all ... she can fly.

She can do a lot of things. Read minds. Send mind messages. Control other people's minds. Beat

the crap out of almost anyone, human or other.But she's still a total wimp about her kids ... but her

kids are growing up. Fast and they aren't your ordinary kids, either.Her ex is still a total sleaze, but

hey, what are exes for, right? She's more than a vampire. Much more. She has powers and abilities

well beyond the ordinary and she is beginning to realize what she knows she can do is the tip of a

very large iceberg of power she has barely tapped. It may turn out that Samantha Moon will be the

most powerful of her kind -- ever. Because she is changing and growing and learning ... and so are

her children and even the friends and family who are in frequent contact with her. It turns out that

power is contagious.She retains her ambivalence about her peculiar condition. There are aspects of

it she loves. There's nothing like a good long fly to clear ones head and her physical strength and

ability to virtually instantly heal from injury is nothing to sneer at.

This is Vampire for Hire and I could cut and paste the summary info from the individual books but I

will try to keep this more general.First, is you have not read the previous stories, you should not

even be here, go get Samantha Moon: First Four Novels so you can be sufficiently addicted before

you get to this collection.These last 3 books (plus Teeth that serves only to give you background on

"Fang") are a bit of a hit and miss as individual books but the overarching story is still outstanding

for most of us .I can say that Samantha is growing in power and in knowledge, she is getting much

better at living with who she is and Moon Island is a wonderful story to wrap things up awaiting the



next book BUT one of the things I enjoyed about these later books is some "gifts" she had gotten in

recent books and now she throws them away for reasons that are less than clear to me and so I am

waiting to see how it works out with her.Enough rambling, this is an exceptional story about what I

consider the most unique vampire in Urban Fantasy, she is the most human and has to deal with

more mundane problems that we all do in addition to the ones that occur for the plots of these

novels. JR Rain seems to be feeding us bits and pieces of this story and keeps us hanging around

cursing him for his short books, hit and miss ending and all the while we can't wait to get the next

one.
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